The 1995 Shot Peener of the Year: Dr. Kisuke Iida of Meiji University, Japan

The staff of The Shot Peener was pleased to present Dr. Iida with the 1995 Shot Peener of the Year award. Dr. Iida is a professor in the Department of Mechanical Engineering in the School of Science and Technology at the Meiji University in Kawasaki, Japan.

Dr. Iida was chosen because of his outstanding contribution to the advancement of shot peening through the publication of numerous papers and his service as Chairman of the Society of Shot Peening Technology of Japan (JSSP). He also served as General Chairman at ICSP.

Items of study related to shot peening by Dr. Iida include:
- Work Softening
- Fatigue Strength and Residual Stress
- Decrease of Air Flow Resistance
- Relaxation of Residual Stress
- Affected Layer
- Induced Transformation
- Increase of Heat Flow Rate
- Shot Velocity
- Coverage

We are looking to Dr. Iida's presentation at ICSP in San Francisco.

Two Books For the Price of None

Get your free copy of the Industrial Facility Planning Guide and the A200 product brochure from ZERO Products.

The step-by-step Planning Guide covers all the key components required to build or upgrade an air-powered blast facility — including enclosure sizing, air requirements, dust collector capacities, and recovery system types.

The A200 brochure shows features, benefits and applications for ZERO's most popular indexing turntable machine. The brochure covers automation applications and available equipment for high-production, efficient shot peening and blast cleaning.
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FAX: 800 726-7559 or Mail: ZERO Products, Marketing, One Cable Car Drive, Washington MO 63090